**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE**

**ACTION ALERT**

**CALIFORNIA LGBT TRAVEL BAN**

vs. Leviticus 18

6/27/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

On 25 Jun 2017 themadpatriots.com posted an article (by: admin) titled, **“Holier-Than-Thou California Adds Four States to LGBT Travel Ban.”** Here’s the first paragraph:

“By the time California finishes banning their state employees from traveling to states that have “discriminatory” LGBT policies on their books, they’ll be so isolated from the rest of the country that the much-ballyhooed secession movement will be little more than a rubber stamp. But we’d expect nothing less than this kind of lunacy from the Left Coast, where matters of “social justice” have blinded liberals to anything other than achieving whatever moral superiority they imagine they possess. If it means tanking their economy, condemning their citizens to live in fear of constant crime, or even breaking away from the United States, it’s all worth it if it means distancing themselves from the conservative values that have governed this great country since its founding.”


Edward C Noonan of the American Resistance Party responds with:

*Please note:*

1) The person that this article refers to, Xavier Becerra, claims to have been born in Sacramento. I live near Sacramento. I have been a genealogist since 1969. I can find NO BIRTH RECORD for his so-called claimed birth in this city. It is my educated opinion that he is NOT A CITIZEN OF CALIFORNIA (nor of the USA). He is an illegal alien than has usurped the office. (As did the Senate Pro Tem Kevin DeLeon.) Neither illegals are eligible for the office!

2) And Gov Moonbeam is not the governor of our state. Our CA Constitution (Art 5, Sec 1) states that no governor can serve more than two terms! This thug claims he was “grandfathered in.” But we did not provide a “grandfather plank” in our 1990 Prop 140 constitutional amendment. He serves without constitutional authority. (Besides he is a traitor for being the Attorney General in 2008-09 that stopped the Alan Keyes v Bowen/Obama law suit stopping the Kenyan/Indonesian citizen (BHO/Mr. Soetoro) from becoming AND REMAINING an illegal alien POTUS.)

3) Our CA Constitution’s Preamble starts with, “We, the People of the State of California, grateful to Almighty God for our freedom, in order to secure and perpetuate its blessings, do establish this Constitution.” And God himself has a “LGBT Travel Ban!” Leviticus 18:1-30
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